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. I  

ABSTRACT 

We have measured production of ?y*, K*, p/p', KO and Ao/Lo as a function of 
momentum in inclusive hadronic Zo decay events and separately in events containing 
primary light-(uds) and b-quarks. The SLD Cherenkov Ring Im@ng Detector was 
used to  identify charged pions, kaons and protons over most of the available momentum 
range 0.8 < p < 33 GeV/c. The neutral Kt and Ao were reconstructed using the T+A- 

and pn' decay modes, respectively. We present the f i s t  comparisons of momentum 
distributions in primary light- and b-flavor events, tagged using impact parameters 
of charged tracks measured in the SLD Vertex Detector. Substantial differences are 
observed, consistent with the kinematics of B-hadron production in Zo decays and the 
properties of B-hadron decays as measured at lower energies. 
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1 Introduction 

The production 0.f jets of find state hadrons from partons is currently believed to 
proceed in three stages. Considering the process &e- Zo -+ g& the f i s t  stage 
involves the radiation of gluons from the primary quark and antiquark, which in turn 
may radiate gluons or split into gg pairs until their virtuality approaches the hadron 
mass scale. Such a "parton shower" is calculable in perturbative QCD, for example [l]. 
The second stage, in which these partons transform into "primary" hadrons, is not 
understood quantitatively, although several hadronization models exist. 

Measurements of the production rates and momentum distributions of identified 
particles are useful for probing the hadronization process, since the mass of the pri- 
mary hadron may influence the dynamics. However the third stage, in which unstable 
primary hadrons decay into stable hadrons, complicates the interpretation of inclusive 
measurements. It is desirable to remove the effects of these decays when testing the 
predictions of theory or hadronization models. Additional complications arise in jets 
initiated by heavy quarks, in which the leading heavy hadrons carry a large fraction of 
the beam energy, restricting that 'available to other primary particles, and their decays 
produce a sizable fraction of the stable particles in the jet. 

In this paper we present an analysis of xi, K', p/P,  KO, and hO/AO production 
in hadronic Zo decays collected by the SLC Large Detector (SLD). The analysis is 
based upon the approximately 150,000 hadronic events collected in runs of the SLAC 
Linear Collider (SLC) between 1993 and 1995. We measured production rates as a 
function of momentum in an inclusive sample of all hadronic events and also in high- 
purity samples of light- (2' +'uii,dd;eB) and b- (Zo + 66) tagged events. From 
these three samples we extracted momentum distributions in light- and bflavor events. 
The unfolded momentum distributions for the light-flavor events are free from effects 
of heavy quark production and decay. Although the influence of decay products of 
other unstable primary hadrons remains, these measurements are more appropriate for 
comparison with QCD predictions, which generally assume massless quarks, . 
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2 The SLD and Hadronic Event Selection 
This analysis used charged tracks measured in the SLD Central Drift Chamber (CDC) [2] 
and silicon Vertuc Detector (VXD) [3]. The CDC consists of 80 layers of sense wires 
arranged in 10 axial or stereo superlayers. Momentum measurement is provided by a 
uniform axial magnetic field of 0.6 T. The VXD is composed of chargecoupled devices 
containing a total of 120 million 22x22 p2 pixels arranged in four concentric layers of 
radius between 2.9 and 4.2 cm. Including the uncertainty on the primazy interaction 
point (IP), the CDC and VXD give a combined 2D-impact parameter resolution of 
1 1 @ 7 6 / ( p ~ m )  pm, where p~ is the track momentum transverse to the beam a x i s  
in GeV/c. 

Identification of charged particles is accomplished with the barrel portion of the 
Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID) [4], which covers the polar angle range 
I cos SI 50.68. Through the.use of liquid CeFld and gaseous CSF12 radiators, the CRID 
is designed to provide efficient charged x/K/p identification over most of the available 
momentum range up to 45 GeV/c. A charged particle that passes through a radiator 
of reftactive index n with velocity above Cherenkov threshold, p > PO = l/n, emits 
photons at an angle Sc = cos-l(l/pn) with respect to its fight direction. Such photons 
are imaged through quartz windows into time projection chambers (TPCs) containing 
a photosensitive gas. The resulting photoelectrons drift to wire chambers where the 
conversion point of each is measured in three dimensions using drift time, wire address 
and charge division. These positions are used to reconstruct o. Cherenkov angle with 
respect to each extrapolated charged track. 
. The liquid (gas) radiator index of refraction was measured to be 1.282 (1.00172), 

corresponding to Cherenkov thresholds for charged pions, kaons and protons of 0.17, 
0.62 and 1.17 (2.4, 8.4 and 16.0) GeV/c, respectively. The average number of detected 
photons was 10.5 (9.2) per full ring for tracks with ,8 = 1. The average Cherenkov 
angle resolution was 16 (4.5) mrad including the effects of residual misalignments and 
track extrapolation resolution. The local or intrinsic resolution was 13 (3.8) mrad, 
consistent with the design value. The particle identification performance of the barrel 
CRID is described in the next section. 

The trigger and initial selection of hadronic events are described in [5]. The analysis 
presented here is based on charged tracks measured in the CDC and VXD. A set of 
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cuts was applied in order to select events well-contained within the detector acceptance. 
Tracks were required to have (i) a closest approach to the beam ax is  within 1 cm, and 
within 5 cm dong the beam axis of the measured interaction point, (E) a polar angle 
6 with respect to  the beam axis with Icosel < 0.80, (E) a minimum momentum 
transverse to this ax is  of p~ > 200 MeV/c, and (iv) a maximum momentum of p < 50 
GeV/c. Events were reqdred to contain a minimum of seven such tracks, a thrust [6] 
ax is  polar angle with respect to the beam ax is  flT within 1 cos 6 ~ 1  < 0.71, and a minimum 
charged visible energy Evi8 > 18 GeV, with all tracks assigned the charged pion mass. 
In addition, events were required to have at least three tracks linked to  VXD hits, and 
to have a well-measured IP position [7]. A sample comprising 90,213 events passed 
these cuts. 

Samples of events enriched in light and b primary flavors were selected based on 
impact parameters 6 of charged tracks with respect to the IP in the plane transverse to 
the beam [7]. For each event we.define n8ig  to be the number of tracks passing a set of 
quality cuts that have impact parameter greater than three times its estimated error, 
6 > 3q. Events with naig = 0 were assigned to the light-tagged sample and those with 
naig 2 3 were assigned to the b-tagged sample. The light- and b-tagged samples com- 
prised 53,526 and 14,039 events, with purities of 86% and 90%, respectively, estimated 
fiom our Monte Carlo simulation [7]. 

3 Charged Hadron Identification 
Charged T ,  K and p were identified using the 78,215 events for which the CFUD was 
operational. Information from the liquid and gas radiators was analyzed separately, the 
liquid being used for tracks with momentum below 6 GeV/c and the gas for tracks with 
momentum above 3 GeV/c. Additional track selection cuts were applied to remove 
tracks that might have scattered through large angles before exiting the CFUD and 
to ensure that the CFUD performance was well-modelled by our detector simulation. 
Tracks were required to have (i) at least 40 CDC hits, at least one of which was in the 
outermost superlayer, (ii) to extrapolate through an active region of the appropriate 
radiator, and (E) to have at’least 80 (loo)% of their expectedliquid (gas) ring contained 
&thin a sensitive region of the CRID TPCs. For the gas analysis, the latter requirement 
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included rejection of tracks for which there was a saturated hit &om passage of a 
charged particle within 5 cm of the expected gas ring center. For the liquid analysis, 
tracks were required to have a saturated hit within 1 cm of the extrapolated track. 
For the gas analysis, either such a saturated hit or the presence of at least four hits 
consistent with a liquid ring was required. These cuts accepted 47% and 43% of tracks 
within the barrel acceptance for the liquid and gas analysis, respectively. 

We measured the fractions of the selected tracks that were identified as T ,  K and 
p in a series of momentum bins. Electrons and muons were not distinguished from pi- 
ons. This background was estimated fiom the Monte Carlo simulation 171 to comprise 
about 5% of the inclusive track sample, and a correction was applied. The kactions 
were also corrected for the effects of beam-related backgrounds, particles interacting 
in the detector material, and particles decaying outside the detector acceptance, using 
the simulation, such that only charged pions, kaons and protons from the primary in- 
teraction or from decays of particles with lifetime less than 3x 10"os were counted. For 
momenta below 2 GeV/c, only negatively charged tracks were used since protons from 
interactions in the detector inaterial are predominantly positive and have relatively low 
momentum. 

Tracks were identified using a likelihood technique If!]. For each of the three charged 
hadron hypotheses i = A, K,p ,  a likelihood L; was calcdated based upon the number 
of detected photoelectrons and their measured angles, the expected number of photons, 
the expected Cherenkov angle, and a background term. The background included the 
effects of overlapping Cherenkov radiation fiom other tracks in the event as well as 
a constant term normalized to the number of hits in the TPC in question that were 
not associated with any track. Particle separation was based upon differences between 
logarithms of these three likelihoods, C; = In L;. For the liquid (gas) analysis, we define 
a particle to be identified as type j, where j = A, K or p, if Cj exceeds both of the 
other,log-likelihoods by at least 5 (3) units. . 

Efficiencies for identifying particles of type i as type j were determined where 
possible from the data [9]. Tracks from selected K, R+T- decays in hadronic events 
and from Zo T+T- events in the data were used as "pion" test samples, with 
non-e/p/n contents estimated to be 0.3% and 1.7%, respectively. Figure 1 shows the 
pkobability for these tracks to be identified as pions, kaons and protons. Also shown 
are results of the same analysis applied to corresponding samples from Monte Carlo 
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simulations subjected to a detailed simulation of the CRID response. The simulation 
describes the momentum dependence well and reproduces the measured efficiencies to 
within f0.03. 

Functional forms were chosen that described the momenturh dependence of the 
efficiencies for both data and simulated test samples, as well as for simulated true 
pions in Zo 3 qg events, and were fitted to each of these samples. The efficiencies for 
tracks in the simulated test samples are slightly different &om those for simulated pions 
in Zo -+ qg events due to their non-pion content and their different average momentum 
and dip angle resolutions. The difference between fitted parmeter values in these two 
simulated samples was added to the fitted values for the data sample to derive corrected 
x 4 j identification efficiency functions, which are shown in the leftmost column of 
Fig. 2. Parameters derived from the K, and r samples are consistent in their region 
of overlap, 3 < p < 10 GeV/c. 

The p -+ j identification efficiencies, as well as the T-K separation for particles be- 
tween x- and K-thresholds in the gas (3 < p < 10 GeV/c), were measured using protons 
from Ao decays. In addition, the A-p separation in the liquid (gas) was measured for 
momenta above 2 (17) GeV/c using the K, and T test samples. The simulation was 
used to convert this T-p  separation into a p + p identification efficiency, giving results 
in agreement with those using Ao d.ecays. The latter analysis had better precision and 
was therefore used in the appropriate momentum ranges. 

The K -+ j identification efficiencies were derived by scaling the measured x -+ A 

identification .efficiency by a parametrization of the ratio of simulated K + K to ?r + A 

identification efficiencies. For momenta in the ranges 1.5 < p < 2.5 and 15 < p < 25 
GeV/c, the scale factor was unity. For the K + ?r and K -+ p identification efficiencies, 
the simulated values were parametrized and the resulting function scaled by the ratio 
of data to simulated p 3 '~t' and A + p identification efficiencies, respectively. 

These identification efficiencies are shown in Fig. 2 as bands, where the half-widths 
represent our estimates of their uncertainties. For the diagonal (i -+ i )  cases, as well 
as the A 3 j cases, these correspond to statistical errors on the fitted parameters kom 
the data test samples and are completely positively correlated between momenta in 
each of the liquid and gas analyses. For the rem'ahing off-diagonal (misidentification) 
cases a more conservative 25% relative error was assigned at points to 8CCOURt 

for the limited experimental constraints on the momentum dependence. In addition, 
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a minimum absolute unceitainty of f O . O 1  was applied to the cases without a direct 
experimental measurement. These errors are also strongly positively correlated between 
moment a. 

The correct identification efficiencies in Fig. 2 peak near or above 90% and the 
pion coverage is continuous from 0.5 GeV/c up to approximately 33 GeV/c. There is a 
gap in the kaon-proton separation between 6 and 10 GeV/c, and the proton coverage 
extends all the.way to the beam energy. Misidentification rates in the liquid (gas) are 
typically less than 3 (5)%. 

4 Charged Hadron Fractions 
For each momentum bin, the number of observed particles of a given type j was related 
to the true production fraction of particles of type i by an efficiency matrix, composed 
of the values in Fig. 2 for that bin. This matrix was inverted and used to unfold our 
observed identified particle rates. This analysis procedure does not require that the sum 
of the charged particle fractions be unity; instead the sum was used as a consistency 
check and was found to be within statistical errors of rmity for all momenta. 

The measured charged particle fractions for hadronic Zo decays are shown in Fig. 3 
as a function of momentum. Iq some momentum regions we cannot distinguish two of 
the three species, so we present only the fraction of the identifiable species, i.e. protons 
in the liquid above 3 GeV/c and pions in the gas below 10 GeV/c. The errors on the 
points below 15 GeV/c are dominated by the systematic uncertainties on the identi- 
fication efficiencies and are strongly positively correlated across the entire momentum 
range. _For p > 15 GeV/c the errors have roughly equal statistical and systematic 
contributions, and the systematic errors are positively correlated and increase in mag- 
nitude with momentum. The region above 33 GeV/c was excluded due to limited 
statistics. . 

Pions are seen t o  dominate the charged hadron production at low momentum &d to 
decline steadily toward-a fraction of 0.5 as p + paorn = 45.6 GeV;/c, although the data 
do not exclude a constant fraction above 20 GeV/c. The kaon fraction rises steadily 
with momentum from less than 0.1 at p = 1 GeV/c, approaching the pion fraction at 
viry high momentum. The proton fraction also rises at low momentum, levels off ne= 
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0.1 by about 10 GeV/c, and then declines above 20 GeV/c. Where the momentum 
coverage overlaps, these measured fractions were found to be in agreement with pre- 
vious measurements at the Zo [lo, 11,121. Measurements based on ring imaging (this 
measurement and [lo]) and those based on ionization energy loss rates (11, 121 cover 
complementary momentum ranges and can be combined to provide continuous cover- 
age over the range 0.2 < p c 35 GeV/c. Also shown in Fig. 3 are the predictions of 
the JETSET7.4 I131 and HERWIG5.7 [14] event generators using default pasmeters. 
The momentum dependence of all three fractions is reproduced by the JETSET model, 
as is the normahation of the pion fraction. However the predicted proton fraction is 
higher than that measured in the data and the predicted kaon fraction is lower. The 
HERWIG model provides a good description of all three fractions at momenta below 
about 4 GeV/c and of the pion fraction above about 10 GeV/c. However the pion 
fraction is higher than that in the data for 4 c p c 10 GeV/c, and the proton fraction 
is higher above 10 GeV/c. 

5 Neutral V o  Production 
To measure the production of A0/Ao and KO [15], all pairs of oppositely-charged tracks 
were considered as "VO" candidates if both tracks had (i) at least 40 hits in the CDC, 
(ii) IcosOl < 0.80 and (iii) p~ > 150 MeV/c. A vertex was fitted to each pair and 
the X2-probability was required to be greater than 2%. The vertex was required to be 
displaced kom the IP by at least 5 standard deviations, which accepted Vo candidates 
with flight lengths as low as 2 mm. Candidates were rejected if their vertex was located 
outside of the VXD but included a track with more than one VXD hit. In the plane 
perpendicular to the beam, the angle between the vector sum of the momenta of the 
two charged tracks and the line joining the IP to the secondary vertex was required to 
be less than IC (2 + 2 0 / p ~  + 5/p:) mrad and less than 60 mrad. Here, p l  is in units of 
GeV/c and the coefficient k=1.75 for Ao/Ao candidates and 2.5 for K.0 candidates. For 
A0/Ao candidates, a minimum vector-sum momentum of 500 MeV/c was required. 

Kinematically-overlapping Ao/Ao's were removed from the K.0 sample by requiring 
Icos8'1 < 0.8, where 8* is the helicity angle between the positively charged track and 
the Vo flight direction in the X+X-  rest frame, resulting in a 20% loss of the K: signal. 
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This cut also removed the photon-conversion background from the K.0 sample. 
Kinematicay-overlapping K.0 were rejected from the Ao sample only for candi- 

dates whose vector-sum momentum was below 1.8 GeV/c, as above this momentum 
the "misidentified" K.0 contributes a uniform background to the plr invariant mass dis- 
tribution. This was done by rejecting all Ao/Ao candidates whose an i n d a n t  mass 
was within 3a and 30 MeV/$ of the Kt mass. This removed approximately 30% of the 
sample. Photon conversions were removed from the ho/Ao sample by requiring that 
the proton helicity angle satisfy  COS^* 2 -0.95. This removed approximately 2.5% of 
the Ao/Ao signal, assuming the hO/AO to be unpolarized. 

The remaining Vo candidates were divided into bins of momentum. In each bin 
the numbers of observed K.0 and bo were derived from the ?T?T and pn invariant mass 
distributions, respectively, where the faster track was =signed the proton mass. These 
numbers were divided by reconstruction efficiencies, estimated from the detector simu- 
lation, to yield production rates for each momentum bin. The reconstruction efficiencies 
are shown as a function of momentum in Fig. 4. As a check, the K.0 and ho lifetimes 
were measured to be CTK; = 2.62 =t O.O7(stat.) cm and CTAO = 7.25 f 0.38(stat.) cm, 
respectively, in good agreement with world average values [16]. 

6 Results for the Flavor-Inclusive Sample 
The measured production per hadronic event l/Neur(dnh/dzp) for the five particle 
species h are shown as a function of scaled momentum zp = 2p/W in Fig. 5.  For 
the charged species, these were obtained by multiplying the measured fractions by the 
total charged hadron production 1./Neut(d7&+K+p/dZp) generated by the JETSET 7.4 
simulation program, which provides a good description of data at the Zo [.l7]. The 
production of charged kaons is consistent with that of neutral kaons. The production 
ratios K:?r and A:p show similar momentum dependence. 

7 Flavor-Dependent Analysis 
The analysis was repeated separately on the light- and b-tagged samples described in 
Section 2, and on the remaining sample of events assigned to neither sample, which 
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we denote as the c-tagged sample. The measured production rates r r  of each hadron 
species in each momentum bin for these three samples, & = light-tagged, c-tagged, 
b-tagged, were unfolded by ’inverting the relations: 

to yield true production rates TI in events of the three flavortypes, 2 = Zo 4 ufi, d& 85, 

Zo + cZ, and Zo + b8. Here, & is the fraction of hadronic Zo decays of flavor type 
I, taken from the Standard Model, Elk is the event tagging efficiency mat& and bik 
represents the momentum-dependent bias of tag & toward selecting events of flavor 
I that contain hadrons of the type in question. The diagonal bias values [9, 151 are 
within a few percent of unity €or the charged hadrons, reflecting a small multiplicity 
dependence of the flavor tags, and as much as 10% away for the neutrals, since tracks 
from unidentified neutrals can have large impact parameter. The off-diagonal bias 
values are somewhat larger, but they have little effect on the unfolded results. In 
Fig. 6 are shown the unfolded production rates per unit zp for the five hadron species 
in light-flavor events. The errors are essentially the same as those in Fig. 5,  those on 
the charged species being dominated by the correlated systematic uncertainty in the 
particle identification efficiencies. Systematic uncertainties in the unfolding procedure 
were estimated by varying the elements of the event tagging efficiency matrix E by 
f O . O 1  and the values of the bias terms btk by AZO% of their deviation from unity. 
The unfolding systematics are typically small compared with the statistical errors. 
Qualitatively there is little difference between these rates in light-flavor events and 
those in the inclusive sample (Fig. 5) .  However the former rates are 7% lower for pions 
and kaons at 3 GeV/c, fall off more slowly with increasing momentum, and are more 
relevant for comparison with QCD predictions based on the assumption of massless 
quarks, as well as for testing the predictions of fragmentation models. 

In Fig. 7 we show the ratios of production in bflavor to light-flavor events for the 
five species. The systematic errors on the particle identification largely cancel in the 
ratio, and the total errors are predominantly statistical. There is higher production of 
charged pions in b-flavor at low momentum, with an approximately constant ratio for 
0.02 < xp < 0.07. The production of both charged and neutral kaons is approximately 
equal in the two samples at xp = 0.02, but the relative production in bflavor events then 
increases with zp, peaking at xp 0.07. There is approximately equal production of 
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baryons in b-flavor and light-flavor events below z,, = O.l!i. For zp > 0.07, production of 
pions, kaons and protons falls off faster in b-flavor events. These features are consistent 
with expectations based on the known production and decay characteristics of heavy 
hadrons. Also shown in Fig. 7 are the predictions of the JETSET7.4 and HERWIG5.7 
event generators, both of which reproduce these features lqualitatively. The exact values 
of these ratios dep.end on details of the B and D hadron production energy spectrum 
and decay modelling, and EO provide information complementary to that in Fig. 6. 

8 Summary and Conclusions 

Using the SLD Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector, we have made preliminary mea- 
surements of charged pion, kaon and proton production over most of the available mo- 
mentum range in hadronic Zo decays, complementing previous measurements based 
on ionization energy loss. The production of KO and A.O/xo was also measured. Our 
results for the flavor-inclusive sample are in agreement with those from previous mea- 
surements. 

By isolating high-purity light- and b-tagged samples, we have produced the first 
measurements of identified hadron production in light-flavor events, which are ap- 
propriate for teshting predictions of QCD calculations based on massless quarks and 
of fragmentation models. Production of these hadrons was also measured in b-flavor 
events and found to differ significantly from that in light-flavor events, being substan- 
tially higher for pions and kaons with p <5 GeV/c, and falling much more rapidly 
with momentum for pions, kaons and protons with p >5 GeV/c. These differences are 
consistent with the known properties of B hadron production and decay. 
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Figure captions 
1. Identification efficiencies for char ed pions measured with tracks from K.0 and r 

decays in the data (solid symbols!. The open symbols are for the same analysis 
of simulated samples. The circles are for the liquid analysis and the squares for 
the gas analysis. 

2. Identification efficiencies for a*, K*, and p/ j i  . The widths of the shaded bands 
represent the estimated systematic uncertainties, which are completely correlated 
between momenta. 

3. Preliminary charged hadron production fractions in hadronic Zo decays. The 
circles represent the a* fraction, the squares the K* fraction, and the triangles 
the p/p' fraction. Open symbols are from the liquid analysis; solid symbols are 
from the gas analysis. The dashed and dotted lines are the predictions of the 
JETSET7.4 and HERWIG5:'I fragmentation models, respectively. 

4. The efficiency for reconstructing and selecting KO and Ao decays in selected 
hadronic events. The efficiencies include the relevant branching ratios and the 
effects of detector acceptance. 

5. Preliminary production rates per event per unit scaled momentum, zp = 2p/W, 

(open triangles) in inclusive hadronic Zo decays. The p/p' and Ao/Ao rates have 
been scaled by 0.1 for clarity. The errors are statistical and systematic added 
in quadrature. The systematic errors on the charged species are dominant and 
are correlated point to point. An overall normali:aation uncertainty of 4% on the 
neutral species is not included. 

6. Preliminary production rates per light-flavor event per unit scaled momentum for 
T* (dots), K' (squares), KO (open squares), p / j j  (triangles), and Ao/Ao (open 
triangles). The p / j i  and Ao/Ao rates have been scaled by 0.1 for clarity. The 
errors are statistical and systematic added in quadrature. The systematic errors 
on the charged species are dominant and are correlated point to point. An overall 
normalization uncertainty of 4% on the neutral species is not included, 

7. The ratio of production rates in b events to that in light flavor events. The 
dashed and dotted lines are the predictions of the JETSET7.4 and HERWIG5.7 
fragment ation models, respectively. 

for a* (dots), Kf (squares), KO (open squares), p/ j i  (triangles), and A 0 / j i o  

, 
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Figure I : Identification Efficiency Calibration 
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Figure 2: Identification Efficiencies . 
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Figure 3: Fraction of dK/p in 2' Decays 

(SLD Preliminary) 
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Figure 5: Hadronic Spectra in 2' Decays 
(SLD Preliminary) 
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Figure 7: bhds Production Ratio 
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